University of Florida, Department of Statistics: three assistant professor positions

The Department of Statistics at the University of Florida invites applications for three full-time, nine-month, tenure-track Assistant Professors to begin in August 2018. There will be one position in each of the following three areas: 1) analysis of spatio-temporal data; 2) statistical/machine learning, and 3) computational statistics. Duties for each position include teaching, research, and service. A PhD in statistics or a closely related field is required.

For full consideration, applications must be submitted online at http://jobs.ufl.edu/ job numbers 504714, 504708, and 504709, respectively for the three positions, and must include: (1) a letter summarizing the applicant's qualifications, ongoing research directions, and interests in the Department, (2) a complete curriculum vitae, and (3) teaching/research statement. In addition, names and email address for three references must be provided on the application. An email will be sent automatically to your references, requesting them to upload their letter. Review of applications will begin on November 1, 2017 and will continue until the positions are filled.
University of Florida, Department of Statistics: lecturer

The Department of Statistics at the University of Florida invites applications for a 9-month academic year lecturer position to begin in Spring or Fall 2018. Primary duties include the teaching of undergraduate statistics courses. Applicants with a PhD will also be expected to teach graduate level service courses.

The role of lecturers is highly valued by the department and the university. To encourage and facilitate their professional development, lecturers at the University of Florida are eligible for promotion through the ranks of Lecturer, Senior Lecturer, and Master Lecturer.

For full consideration, applications must be submitted online at http://explore.jobs.ufl.edu/cw/en-us/listing/, job number 504716 and must include: (1) a letter summarizing the applicant's qualifications and interests in the Department, (2) a complete curriculum vitae, and (3) teaching statement. In addition, names and email address for three references must be provided on the application. An email will be sent automatically to your references, requesting them to upload their letters. Review of applications will begin on November 1, 2017 and will continue until the positions are filled. Send email inquiries to lecturersearch@stat.ufl.edu.